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The occurrence among small Solar System objects, such as asteroids and small 
satellites, of differentiated bodies is by now a well-established fact, and it is of interest to 
assess whether the fragmentation process of differentiated bodies is characterised by any 
peculiarity in the collisional outcome. We report here some preliminary results from an 
ongoing project, devoted to the study of catastrophic fragmentation of "differentiated 
targets. In this project, both homogeneous and "differentiated targets have been moulded 
using cement for the inner core of higher strength and plaster of Paris for the surrounding 
lower-strength envelope. These materials were chosen for being different in mechanical 
properties Gom naturally occurring rocks.'l2 The targets were spherical, of radii 11 and 7 
cm, and the inner cores ranged in dimensions from -3 to -7 cm; the fragmentation 
experiments were carried out at the Department of Physics, Kyoto University, using the 
two stage light-gas gun available there, at impact velocities ranging between 2.8 and 3.2 
km/s. 

Fragmentation of the inner core in the "differentiated targets was only obtained in two 
of the five experiments performed, this event not being correlated with the imparted 
energy density E/M as usually defined (ie., ratio of impact kinetic energy to target total 
mass), which in our experiments ranged from 3 to 6x107 ergs/g; in fact, the fragmentation 
of the core was observed in the two events characterised by the highest and the lowest 
values of E/M, but not by those in between. The effect of different parameters should be 
investigated, such as, for example, the ratio R /R, of the envelope radius to the core 
radius: core fragmentation was observed only w%en this parameter was < 1, Le., when the 
core radius was larger than half of the total radius of the target &. Furthermore, 
fragmentation of the core was observed to occur only when a fraction of the imparted 

enerBY density scaled by the core mass and defined as (E/M)x(M,/%) was larger than 
1x10 ergs/g, ie., larger than the critical energy necessary to disrupt the target material. 

Mass size distributions have been derived for collisional fragments both from the core 
and from the envelope, and compared with results for the homogeneous targets and from 
previous experiments. The fragmentation of differentiated targets, and in particular, of 
the inner cores, seems to be characterized by the production of smaller amounts of 
powder: the slope of the mass distribution tends to become steeper, while the change in 
slope which marked the transition from the region of fine powders to that of the 
intermediate fragments in previous experiments on homogeneous targets (see, e.g., ref.3) 
tends to disappear. This result is interesting because it seems to confirm the physical 
interpretation of the previously observed knee in the mass distribution of fragments from 
homogeneous targets as being due to contributions from two different processes, the fine 
fragments coming mainly from the highly shocked cratering region. 

Finally, the axial ratios b/a and c/a have been measured for homogeneous plaster 
targets and for the plaster envelopes of differentiated targets, and their distribution 
compared to previous results for different homogeneous targets." No major differences 
can be found, the axial ratios being for our targets quasi-normally distributed around mean 
values ranging between 0.67 and 0.7 for b/a and between 0.41 and 0.5 for c/a. 

These results, although preliminary, seem to be of interest to the comprehension of 
possible peculiarities characterising the fragmentation process of "differentiated targets; 
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we therefore feel that this project deserves further developing. 
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